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-Maybury ·memo
.

.

.

backs D-r. Jurch
See Related
Editorial, Page 4

By Bill Nottingham
Oracle Staff Writer

"Dr_- (George) Jurch should
be commended for his interest
Academic Affairs Dr. Carl
, Riggs;
,
and ability to create a
laboratory manual for our
In the memorandum ,
students," said memo released
Maybury cited several items
late Thursday by chairman of
reported by The Oracle in it's
the chemistry department Dr.
issues of Oct. 11, 12, and 13,
Calvin Maybury.
related to the book's use and
The memo, requested by the
publication.
College of Natural Sciences
"The manual contains 718 ·
, Dean Theodore Ashford,
pages
or 359 sheets of paper,"
Dr. Jurch
concerned the controversythe memo said. "The Oracle
spotlighted by Oracle stories
stated 300 pages. "
inv ol ving the use and that · the student ' criticism is
publication of "A Laboratory probably·more a ~efle~tfon of a
"There_are 116 pages which
Oracle photo by Russ Kerr
in
O r g a n i c generat fe~ling_ about the high
M a n u·a l
contain printed materials."
Little Devil
Chemistry, " written by cost of text bo9ks and paper."
(The Oracle also reported
o{
·
the_
Maybury
·
Copies
chemistry
professor
Jurch
and
One of many· contestants in the Student
there were 116 printed pages.)
published . off-campus by ' investigation were ·sent to
. Entertainment
Activity
Council-sponso·red
''Interspersed
between
Kendall-Hunt .Publishing Co. Ashford, .Jurch , assistant
experiments
the
manual
has
costume contest on Fami_ly Night displays a
"It is unfortunate," _the professor of chemistry Dr. S.
sheets
of
paper
with
grid-lines,''
devilish charm typical of the Halloween spirit.
memo continued, " that adverse W. Schneller, Vi'ce Pres. of
the memo continued. "These
publicity has predominated in ~Kendall-Hunt, Ernest F.
~re put in the manual for
sheets
this case, where facts indicate Jogerst and Vice Pres. for
the convenience of the student
to record his e~perimental
,notes. There are approximately
200 s_heets of this grid paper
and about 4 3 addition blank
or the regular session in April. pages on the ·reverse sides of
By Tim Matthew
·
Smith said construction of printed sheets."
. Oracle Staff Writer
(Maybury's count included
Phase I of the Medical Center
Pres. Cecil- Mackey
was proceeding almost on all pages -- printed, grid, blank
expressed optimism Friday " It is still very early in
schedule.
·
si_des of the g-rid and other blank
. that funding for the USF
the game and we are _
pages:. Blank pages in the book
Medical School would come
"It's hard to tell at this point were ·n ot previously mentioned
watching-it (the program)
from a surplus in the state's
if
they
ate two days ahead or by The Oracle.)
caref.ully. "
six
days
behind but · it is
._
treasury.
..Dean Donn Smith
Th~
memo
pomts
out that
relatively
on
schedule
"
Smith
Mackey said the Board of
said.
'
·
Jurch's
book
is
used
in two
Regents has recommended that
courses,
CHM
332
and
336
Medical · School funding be
The four-year program and approximately 50 per cent
. supplied from a $30 3 million
under which the _first medical of the students taking the fir~t
surplus in the state treasury.
competi tion from other
class started last year has been organic chemistry cC>urse take
which I have no control. "
The-University lost a federal
medical schools.Smith said legislative leaders · revised to me~t an accelerated both courses.
·
. ~ · constructio!l grant for the
. Referring to the funding
and the · Governor will decide 3½-year graduation deadline.
Maybury's memo then
medical school when President
dilemma; Donn Smith, dean of whether' funding ·will _ be
Smith said the advantage of ·addresses itself to questions. of
Nixon vetoed a spending bill, _ the Medical School, stated, "It
discussed at the special session the program would be in
thus creating · tighter
· Continued on page 5
is a legislative situation under
of the legislature in November
Continued on pag~ 1 0

a

Regents · support state funding

1
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-

r---Hope for troubled parents
By Andrea Harris
Oracle Feature Editor -·

-

~

The baby is screaming. Loudly and
~
- forever, it seems. The yo.ung mother .
, thinks anxiously "won't he ever stop?"
She rocks him back and forth at the
kitchen table and wonders if she'll ever
get_the lasagna mad~ or her homewo_rk
done and tears of frustration well up in
her eyes.
· She feels like-shaking .the baby, even
slapping him•hard, and then is aghast at
these thoughts. After all, it's. wrong to ·
be angry at a helpless little baby.
When the .husband walks in 10
minutes later, he finds both wife and .
baby near hysteria.
Down the street, next door, maybe, .
another husband walks in on a similar White Tornado, but there's a difference.
The wife looks up at her husband and
scene.
Dinner is burnjng, the house .looks says ruefully, " Y9u know, I really feel
like it has just been paid a vjsit by the like strangling this brat."

I

Most mothers would never dream of
telling anyone -- especially . their
·husbands since they want them · to
believe they're good mothers --' how
angry the baby makes them feel.
There are myriads of other problems
involved in having a baby. C01wles,
especially students, wonder whether
they can eyen_afford it. In the case of an
"accident" baby, tl\ey wonder whetherthey'll be able to_accept him.
The new mother· has countless
unspoken fears -- she doesn't
understand why instead· of the rush of
love she expected to feel at first sight of
the baby she felt apathy. She wishes to
. appear competent to the world in her
care of him, wnen actually she doesn't
The husband says, "I don't brame know the first thing about it.
you. Sometimes ·1 get so angry at the
As for father, he's not quite sure just
baby myself I wish I could - do _
Continued on page -12
something horrible to him."
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Train wreck· kills 45, injures · 200
(UPI)-A
CHICAGO
loaded commuter train plowed ·
into the rear of· a new doubledecked train yesterday,
trapping dead, dying and
· screaming injured in . twisted
debris in the nation's worst rail
disaster in more-than 14 years.
At least 4 5 persons were
killed in the c9llision on the
Illinois Central Gulf Railroad
commuter line. More than 200
were injured.

FBI supplied data
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Nixon ' s chief
domestic adviser, John D.

'Mr. Veto'

acknowledged
Ehrlichman,
yesterday that the FBI had
been asked to supply crime data
for . use in Nixon's re-election
campaign.
He said a memorandum to
·the FBI had been sent to the
FBI by a Justice Department
official he declined to name.

[Work~R~~~·4' ~p,]
--~ Houston, four gunmen seized a
U.S. airliner Sunday and forced
it to fly to Cuba' after killing
one man and wounding
another on the ground.
Israel, after lodging a bitter
protest with West German
officials over the .release of the
terrorists, sent warplanes to
bomb guerrilla bases within 4½
miles of Damascus. A Syrian
army camp also was attacked
Syrian · artillery
after
shelled Israeli positions in the
occupied Golan Heights.

T~rro.rists Free
Three Arab · terrorists
allegedly involved in the
. "_Olympic murders" in Munich
last month reached Libya
yesterday in a German jetliner
with two hijackers who forced
their release from jail. In

Death penalty pushed
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) -A special Senate Council voted •
yesterday to support
of capital
restoration
all
for
punishment
"premeditated" murders and
for 10 specific types of killings,
including those committed in
the act of hijacking, kidnapping
or robbery.
The Council on · Criminal
Justice, a. group of legislators
and citizens . appointed by
Senate · Pfesident Jerry
Thomas, first voted 12-2 to
endorse capital punishment,
then voted separat~ly .to
recommend mandatory capital
punishment for premeditated
murder and the specific
offenses.

Suspects
Shoop
Sentenced

[State,~ ~
.___--Rap1' Up:J

Thomas O' Malley yesterday
. directed companies writing 90
per cent of the Florida
automobile insurance c0verage
to reduce rates for minimum
bodily injury liability by 11
per cent.
O ' Malley said the companies
must put the reduction into
. effect no later than Jan. 31,
1973, or face an investigation
and hearings into their ~ntire
rate structure.

Florida; it was announced
yesterday.
YSA was denied recognition
· in March 1970, by the State
Board of Regents and the
action has bee·n· upheld in the
federal courts.
The Committee for Free
Assembly and ' Political
Expression on campus ·
(F APEC) terms this "denial of
free speech and : political
expression" and ''a blatant
denial of constitutional and
Democratic rights," according to Secretary David Bouffard.

FSU 'Healthy'

TALLAHASSEE (UPI) -Florida State Univ~rsity
President Stanley Marshall
yesterday reported a "healthy
growth" in student em:ollment
of 4.1 per cent to-a new high of
19,386.
Insurance Reduced
Last year's enrollment was
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) -18,624.
·
Commissioner
Insurance

PHILADELPHIA (UPI)Judge Daniel H . Huyett
sentenced Joseph Distefano,
64, Tampa, to one year in
prison and placed him on two
years probation in a $748 ,000
voti.ng machine fraud case.
· The judge fined Dominic
Reina, 60, also of Tampa,
$10,000.
The two men were
convicted by a jury last March
of charges involving two .
$20,000 checks made payable
by the Shoup Voting Machine
Co. to a man described by the
government as fictitious.

FAPEC Pushes YSA
TALLAHASSEE (UP I) -A group has been formed ·to
push for recognition of the
Young Socialist Allian ce
· (YSA) on the campuses of
colleges and umvers1t1es m ,

War e~calates
SAIGON (UPl)-With both .sides trying to se~ze as much
territory · as possible before ·a
cease-fire, · South Vietnamese
forces yesterday recaptured a
district capital deep behind
Communist lines and
· attacks
Communist
throughout South Vietnam
exceeded the 100 mark for the '
fifth consecutive day. Increased·
fighting was reported in Laos .
and Cambodia.

China seeks signing

_{UPI)PEKING
Communist China called on the
United States in a formal
Cease-fire delayed
statement Monday to sign a
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Vietnam cease-fire agreement
The White House said . "as soon as possible."
American hesitation, ' the
yesterday the nine-point ceasefire with the North V ietnamese statement said, could only raise
will not be signed today despite doubts about the sincerity of
Hanoi'.s insistence on U.S. the United States in seeking an
approval by then.
end to the Vietriam War.

Sherwood S7200 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver - 150 watts·
(IHF) 40 watts RMS per
channel.· Top ·ratings in all
audio magazii:1es.

Jensen · Model 4 The finest
speaker syst em · under $140.
Features 10 inch woofe·r, 5"
direct rad iating mid-range &
sonodome ultra tweeter.

Dismissal Denied
MIAMI (UPI) -- Criminal
Court Judge Paul Baker denied
yesterday a motion to dismiss
charges of fraudulentl y
notarizing- a $25,000 check
. · against Watergate bugging case
suspect Bernard L. Barker and
ordered Barker to trial at 9:30
a.IIJ. tomorrow.
Barker is · one of fiv-e men, .
caught last June inside the
national
Democratic
headquarters at Washington's
Wate~gate complex.

_NEW HAVEN, Conn.
George
(UPl)-Sen.
McGovern pinned the title
"Mr. Veto" on President
Nixon yesterday because of the
President's rejection of 2~
major bills during the 92nd
Congress on grouQds they
would be inflationary.
McGovern said h~ was
"shocked" to learn t_hat Nixon
vetoed bills to provide hot
meals for the elderly,
employment, sp·ecial programs·
and a federal study on old age.
La--ter in Pittsburgh
McGovern· raised the spectre
that if the Indochina peace
agreement is not signed soon, it
may be withdrawn.
He urged the Nixon
administration at stops in
Hartford, Conn., and
Pittsburgh to sign the
agreement today.
McGovern said the
American people wonder ·why
it took four years to bring
about the currently proposed·
solution.
"And they wonder why
even now the promise of peace
is first displayed, then
. postponed and possibly
withdrawn because of the veto
of Gen. Thieu, South
president, "
Vietnam's
McGovern said.

'

PE 2038 Includes: · Base, d.ust
cover & ·magnetic cartridge.
· The finest in precisio[I
turntables, -tracks even the
finest cartridges ,,from 0-6
grams.

Quality in sound and backed by
by a full 5 year protection plan. ·

Reg. $66000 .

Sa~e over $100·

Sale price $559
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Com pute r deg ree offe red
By Celeste Chlapowski
Oracle Staff Writer

Oracle photo by Jerry Litynski

Just a little longer
The new swimming pool in the~Andros Center will not
open tomorrow as scheduled. Roxy · Neal. assistant
director of Physical Plant Planning. said delivery of
materials. primarily concrete. has been held up. Neal
said the pool may open in two to three weeks. Here Dana
Thompson is told by Officer Alvin Cann that she'll have
to leave.

Students are now being
admitted to a newly established
engineering program leading to
a Bachelors . Degree m
Computer Science.
Dr. Oscar Garcia, Electronic
Systems Dept. professor, said
the program was offered for the
first time in September and 12
students are currently enrolled.
He described the l 8(J-hour
degree as modern · and
interdisciplinary, having , the
characte.ristic of many possible
electives. Garcia said students
can apply these electives to
achieve grea!er depth in areas of
personal interest.
A Bachelors Oegree in
Computer Science would lead
to possible careers in science,
business, advanced software
development (programming
. and compiler aspects) or even
into computer design, he
explained.
"Computer Science 1s
indespensible in any ·modem
university,"
Garcia
said.
"Whether we like it or not,
-computers will be involved in
our daily life. We now need

Bra.d en ton ·see/cs USF bran ch
By Christy Barbee
Oracle Staff Writer

The Bradenton City Council
unanimous} y passed a
resolution Friday voicing its
"wholehearted support" to
proposed construction of an
upper division branch of USF
on the DeSoto Center in
Bradenton.
The DeSoto Center 1s · a
landfill area on the waterfront.
The city of Bradenton has
offered 40 acres of the landfill
site for establishment of a USF
branch institution.

The Board of - Regents and Analysis said. Questions
(BOR) is currently conducting pertain to age distribution,
a survey of the west coast's previous education in families
needs for higher education, and to what extent the branch
including .a possible extension would· make education more
convement.
of USF.
The BOR has sent a
The Regents plan to measure
questionnaire to approximately
the amount of interest in higher
18,000 residents in a 9-county education
by· determining
. - education
area surrounding the proposed previous
levels,
site, according to Dr. Pete within families.
Tully, the board official
coordinating the survey.
The nine counties being
The questionnai re is surveyed are Manatee,
concerned wjth three general · Sarasota,
Charlotte,
Lee·,
areas, Dr. Ed Martin, USF's Hardy, Collier, Glades,
director of Academic Planning Hend~y and DeSoto.

..Whether we like it or
not: C011'.'PUters will be
involved in our dai_
ly life.·•
--Dr. Garcia

people who understand and can
work with them."
Garcia said a committee will
study th:e possibility of a
Master's Degree in Computer
Science. He said a Master's
D·egree is the professional
degree in engineering.
Garcia foresees the next 25
years to be dominated by the
computer. He compared the
10,000 computers in 1965, and
the estimated 100,000 expected
by 1975. .
"At the ·end of the 70s, any
firm the employs 20 people will
require at least one computer
terminal," Garcia said.
Garcia stated that computer
science is, "a wonderful career
for women, appropriate
because there is no physical
work involved. It is mental
work with no drawbacks for
women."
He said women in many
other universities are attracted
to computer science, however
no women are yet enrolled in
the program. ·

GUITARS.

Garcia said professors from
all areas of engineering are
being employed in the new
computer science program. He .
also said there are now three
administrators, or academic
advisors. They are Dr. L. F.
Doty and Dr. H. Glass of
Industrial Systems and Garci~.

Nine bikes
stolen near
Andros
Nine bicycles valued at a
total of $814 were stolen from
the Andros area sometime
Thursday night, probably
during the smoke-in in Argos, ·
said University Police Chief
Jack Prehle.
All officers on duty that
night except those in patrol cars
were ready to make arrests in
the event the smoke-in
materjalized, Prehle said.
Organizers of the event said
there was not much marijuana
smoking in evidence but .they'
were satisfied just to_get people
together and plan another event
tonight at 10 between Alpha
and Gamma dorms.

GRISSETT MUSIC

REPAIR
INSTRUCTION .
GUil AR
AMPLIFIERS
Jlec. Bats
P.A. EQUIPMENT
5 Strin~ Banio
Ph_••988-1419
i!~!,~.!6th· St. Templ_e Terrace
-

·1 SHEET MUSIC
j ACCESSORIES

I

·

FACULTY , UNDERG RADUAT E,
GRADUA TE .
& TRANSFE R STUDENT S
KAPPA PHI COLONY OF

·•--

will meet on Wed.~ Nov. 1 at 8:30 pm
room 252 west of U.S.
-

Get in on the ground floor
of the' Newest GREEK organization on campus

McDonald/and
,Pos ·rER
1. Be the first on your block to get a
colorful McDonaldland poster. It's 18x24
inches· and looks fantastic und~r black
light or, by itself!
2. All you'r favorite characters - Ronald,
Hamburglar , Mayor ·McCheese and
..- many others.
3. Everybody has a blank wall
somewhere in their pad, fill it up with
something important.
4. Here's how you get your poster... go to
the McDonald's on Fowler and with_the
purchase of 50¢ or more you'll receive
_one poster with our compliments.

5. Hur_ry while supply lasts. Offer ends at
· the close of business Sunday, November
12, 1972.
.

OFFER GOOD AT
920 Fowler Ave.
(Near Nebraska Ave.)
...... :a ... --·

:..

.-,··.· ··-··
...:,•,:,': _((_ J°'•.-:r:•. .:i:,.
:,:\
. .... ......... . .... _ ... . .. .
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Text guides sought not Whitewash

I

A few weeks ago there surfaced a
controversy concerning Dr. George
J urch and the use and P-Ublicat'ion of his
now famous $10.85 chemistry
textbook. There were some rumblings
,3bout improprieties and everyone was
·· assur~d there would be an investigation.
The first trickle of an investigation is
in and to put it bluntly it resembles a
whitewash more than anything else.
The report is in the form of a memo
released by chairman of the chemistry
department Dr. Calvin Maybury at the
request of Dr. Theodore Ashford, dean
of the College of Natural Sciences.
First of all, ~:me can question the
objectivity of a department chairman
conducting an examination into, alleged
legal or -ethical irreg~larities occm,: ring
under his own supervision or authority.
Technically Dr. Maybury h~s final
approval over the selection of textbooks
used in his department. Therefore, to
admit that the book is overpriced or
includes materials not necessary · is an
admission that he overlooked his end of
the responsibility in _selecting the
textbook.
No one is questioning the integrity of
Dr. Jurch. It is very doubtful he
knowingly did anything dishonest. Nor
is Dr. J urch' s competency to write a lab
manual in question. We believe he did
have the students' best interests in mind.
But one conclusion rings clear and it
simply cannot be casually· dismissed:
T he book contains many . blank ·and
gr·aph-like pages not essential to th <::
course and which inflate the price
significantly. As has been stated b~fore,·
Jurch exercised poor judgment and the
• error could have been avoided if a more.
formalized procedure for appro val of
the text had been followed .
But nonetheless, the exact same book
could have been published by
University Publications at a
substantially lower cost . .That part o~
the ,controyersy has in no -way been
clarified. The fact remains that Jur~h is _

receiving or could receive profits for a
text being used exclusively at USF even
·though this is against University policy.
The university administration is also
and maybe primarily at fault for not
having taken precautions to insure thatk

university professor can publish-a book
without having his integrity threatened
ot having to appear as if he is in a-conflict
of interest. It obviously was not clear to
Dr.Jurch what he could or could not do.
An~ once again the university faulted

~--OAA.C~E~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DITQRIALS

tl

AND

COMMENTARY .

-

t ~.
~MAYBE IF HE'D ENDED IT THREE YEARS ABO, WE COULD HAVE VOTED POR. Hl~ ·TOO "

Student
Commentary
.
.

by M-ark Jones

Educational foresight

Letter policy

As a mass communications major in graduate programs, etc.).
the film sequence, I feel compelled to
This letter is not meant to be an attack
· The Oracle welcomes letters to offer a crmc1sm of the present
on other departments. The departments
the editor on all topics. All lett~rs educational standards as they exist here
of which I specifically write are Fine
must be signed and addressed at USF and the Florida educational
Arts, English, philosophy and others of
including student classification. _ system at large.
traditionally strong intellectual but
Names will be withheld upon
Briefly, the USF film sequence series, technically obscure purpose. I have a
reportedly
the fas{est growing sequence strong background in literature and
request.
Letters should be triple spaced of any kind in the state, and the mass hold a diploma from an art school. So,
typewritten. The editor reserves the communications department, the largest rather than attack, I feel that w.e should
right to edit or shorten letters. -department on this campus, are · support these areas.
Letters received by noon will be suffering from a desperate lack of funds
However, _is it really fair to the
considered for publication the and facilities while other more students and citizens to . continue
traditional (tough much less practical expanding programs that produce
following day.
with re~pect to graduate placement and relatively small student participation
market demand) are prospering in while neglecting programs that ate
inequitable proportion (i.e . . relatively exceptionally strong in both student
high
instructor
student ratios, and public demand?
ANPA PAGEMAKER AWARD 1967. ·1 959 ·

0~CLEACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE .19.67
Published four times weekly, Tuesday
through Friday, durin~ the academic year
period September through mid-June; twice·
weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays during
the academic year period mid-June through
August. by the University of South Florida.
.4202 Fowler Ave.. Tampa. ·.Fla. 33620. ·
Second class postage paid at Tampa. Fla.
Printed by Peerless Printers. Inc .. Tampa.

Right -now, the state of F lo;ida is
fastly becoming an important film
center. With the finest film equipment
(over $2 million worth) in any
American University, the USF film
sequence stands to become the
outstanding program in the country.
Such a composite is sheer dynamite,
boosting job opportunities, economic
growth and unlimited cultural
stimulation for both Florida and USF.
USF could even feasibly produce
feature films with profits going towards
financing the University as a whole.
In view of all this, why does the USF
administration sleep in the dust while a
very real threat exists that we may lose
our equipment due to a lack of fac_ilities
and efficient programs.
This is more than a question
concerning my selfish interests toward
film. This is a question of educational
foresight. It is · time for Florida
educators, not only to look toward the
future, put to catch up to the present.
The time to act is now, while we are
lucky enough to have the interest:· and
the equipment.
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when it gave _M aybury the duty of
conducting the investigation because it
leaves him open to -~riticism. The
Administration should begin now
drawing up a clear set of guidelines so
the incident will not occur again.

"You know, this country's getting downright scary"

T his public document w.is
promulgated at an annual cost ot
$ 147,208.42 , or 9¢ per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the U niversity
of South Florida. (Forty per cent
of the per issue cost is offset by
advertising re".enue.)

Polic·e h · .
rape suspect··.
<

./ .:

Hillsborough County
Sherri ff s deputies arrested ·
Ricky Lee Hill, 23, Saturday
and charged him with the rape
of a T ampa woman near
DeSoto Hall Oct. ·17.
Hill, a former USF student,
being held without bond in the
Hillsborough · County Jail,
according_ to Major John Salla.
Salla said Hill was arrested
Saturday at 6:30 a.m. at his
,.home in Lutz following a twoweek investigation- by .the ·
Sherriff s Department . .
Still unsolved is the murder·
of USF coed Rona Monosoir,
whose body was found in a
pond Oct. 5 about 1½ miles
from campus.

Ricky L. Hill

Jon·e s lowbic/der
on ·n ew· library.
•

•

• •

JA. Jones _.Co. of Tampa
submitted a low base bid of
.$4.,834,000 during contract
. bidding for constructi~n of the .
new USF Lib'racy: Office- ·
·Classroom Building.- .. :
T~e low base 'bid and. the
second lowest base bid of F .J.
Roone·y of · ·Taµipa . :"at
$4,874,000.-will be forwarded
· to T alialtass~e, · where · ~
decision will .be made.
. Walt .Benassi, . Physical

'

•

:

•

I

P.lam#,;g · tonsultarit, expects
the resql~s of the bidding in two
weeks.
·
Ber:tossi .said there were
bidders · repr~senting ni~e
construction companies; He
added the · high base bid
amounte~ to $5',683,000.
· The
Tampa . ·Bay
Engineering Company is the
arcnitectu~al . engi~ee_ring fit m
also , assigned. to · the project,
Bertossi said.

co·ntin.ued from pag~ .1
~aybury's 'memo· ~ t on . -en· Oc_;: _10, that Jurch'~ book
how .the 'book was published.
to say if grid paper was not was only being -used at {)SF
The menio said, "In 'a
and that no other schools were
pers.onal interNiew with Mr._· included _ in Jurch's book, using it.)
Ernest F . Jogerst, vice students w.ould be required to
' "1n addition to these facts,"
president of Kendall-Hunf . purchase a $4 grid notebook.
the memo says, "I (Maybury)
Publishing Company, · Mr.
Before 'Jurch's book was
would like to state that the
Hunt (sic) said that they adopted in January ·of 1-9·72, a
present contract to use thit
considered pul;>lishing the book text~ok costing about $5 and
manual at USF is finished and
both wa-ys (with the grid paper the . grid notebook . were before any decision as to which
or· without the grid paper) .and required.
textbooks · and lab manuals are
it was determined that the cost
would :have . been the same
In a letter accompanying the to be used in the future are
eith.er way.' . Therefori · the ' memo, Jogerst said Jurch -was finalized they will have to have
decision was made _for: the· not in violation of a Uni¥~rsity the approval of the Depanment
convenience of the student."
regulati9n because '.'the lab Chairman. I have directed the
The present cost o_f the ~ok · manual in question is available Department Undergraduate
at the textbook center is · for purchase by other schools Co·uncil to function in this
matter and especially in 9ur
$10.85. _ in the country."
.
larger
courses where more than~
Jogerst previously told .T he · ,. (The Oracle previously
Oracle -fhe cost of the book, if charged thatjurch's workbook ·one professor is involved in
only printed . pages were \7iolat~ University Regulation · decision. making.'' He ' added
conside.retl, would be· _arouncl ·' 32, which says that professors that he will be "appointing at
$3.
·
.may not teceiv.e profits from least one student representative
\
The'_ Oracl~ ~epoited in ·a~ · publications used-only at USF. to this Council.;'
Mayb~ry ended the memo
earlier story i~ had consulted _ .Iri Oracle st9ries J urch ~aid he .
;Fra:nk Spear, director of - · was trying his book at USF saying, · "Psychologically it
· University Publicatioµs . Spear . before he made-any decision to would probably be better not
said that while he would not puplish it nationally. Jogerst- to include the grid paper and
quote _an exact pri_ce, he felt , .s.tated _i~' · ~ telephone this will probably be the result
U n,iversity .. Pub1ications, conversation with The Oracle in this case." .,
through the Bookstore, could - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

have
published
at.
substantially
less th~
cost book
than .the
current $10.85 price_;
The memo continues: '.' Mr
-Hunt stated . that The Oracle:
quotation was incorr~d; .
concerning : the stat~merit that
the pri~ted materi'al ·could be
published for $3. He stated the
price would more realistically
be in the $6 range:'' . · : · ··

· :uLLE;TIN BOARD.
Official Notices

/

fJJvif:
..·. . f~w.JI·• . l!/JJ't(;~·.

COME' TO CHI ALFHA
TUESDAYS 9PM UC 158

.

Soc Sci., Cleo Blackwell; SOC 107.
will be-~vailable on· in;ervie~ sign-up,
·
•
All administrative affai rs personnel, . sheets..
··
·,
Mary G ambrell, OPM 100, or O uida
Any faculty or staff member
Paid Political Advertisement
NO V . 15 U:S. Navy Admi:i:.Offices .
interes~ed in · participating- in a pilot
Maho~ey, ADM 200. All student
BS, MS, EC, EE, ·SYST, SMF . .j.C.
program concerning the discussion of
affairs personnel; Creola Ragan, ADM
drugs with USF students should ' 153 . .All St. P ete Campus pers_o nnel, · Penny, BA in Bus . Admn., Mkt. Mgnt.
Burroughs . Wellcome & Co., All
contact Margie Silberm~n, peer · He len Sh e ffiel d , SP A 1 14.
majors for Medical Rep~esentative . ·.
counselor of -the Rap Cadre, at 974Nominations will be posted' in
T ampa Elec;rric Co., BS , in , EC, EE,
2833 or 2767 between 9 a.m. and 5
INTERCOM and ORACLE Nov.
CHE., H~ward;J ohnson's All majors
p.m:
I 0-2,7. -Voting will be in person only,
for Rsestarn:ant and Motor· Lodge .
Chess T ournament: The first annual
and persoris listed above will have
Mant1g<;ment T rainee. . Ford ·Motor,
Tampa Bay area chess to·urnament,
ballots available.
Co., Cancelled. Aema Life & ~asualty, .
sponsored by the Jaycees, will be held
c;:omplete in.formation will be availableN ov. 5 at the International Inn at 10
CAREER PLAN NING
on intervie\\'. sign-up sheets: Social
a.m.. For additional infonrunion, call
· Security •,Admn., · Caricelle~: · Until
Tampa Jaycees, 251~683 9, or write
AN D PLAC EM ENT
COUNTY COMMISSION
.FEO v1sjts: G~odyear,Tire & Rubber
Fred Helle, P.O. Ifo x 18262, Tampa ·
33609.
Co.,
.
All
,
majors
'.
for
·
Retai
l
DI$,TRICT 1 (R)
The following organizations will be
Merchandising; ._ and Management ·
USF Chapter cif AA UP will hold its
interviewing on campus. Check with
Bring good, honest
Trainee.
annual open me~ting Wednesday, Nov.
Career Planning and Placement, AOC
-business ba9kground
l at 7:3 0· p.m. Paschal Strong will - 105, ext. 2295 (or call 2200 for tape
into government.
present the affirmative and Sotirios
recorded . schedule) for interview
OV. 17 ·Cameron - Brown
Barber the negative side of: "Shall the
locations, to schedule appointments or
Company, BA, Bu~. Admn: United
Locar AAUP Chapter Attempt to
for further information.
States Air Force, BA, MA Any Major.
Become a · Collective Bargaining
Agent?'' All members of the faculty are
·N ov. 13 HEW management ini:ern
urged to come· and to bring ~ei~ · prog., complete information will be
spouses.
JACQUES RIVETTE'S
available on interview · ign-up · sheets.
Nominations for the 50 seats in the
Northwestern Mutual Life Iris., BA,
J
· Career Service Senate will be held
MA Any Major. First' National Bank
Mon., Nov. 6 through T hur., Nov . 9.
0
of St. Pete, ~A , MBA--preferabl:y
Nominations may be submitted in
Business Major. Periframe Corp.,
L
person or by mail to the following: All
Complete information will be av~ilable
Based on Dide r~t's fa mous novel of 18th Century
academic affairs personnel located
on interview sign-up sheets.
conv.e nt l·ife.~.sta rring Anna Karina
within a college, Bus. Adm., Pat Coe, .
BUS 301; Edu., Myrna Raney, EDU
NOV. 11 First 'National Bank of St.
102; Eng., Betty Nelson, ENG 107;
Pete, BA, MBA--preferably Business
Fine Arts, June Stalnaker, F AH 110'
Major. Aetna Life Insurance Co.,
Lang Lit., Ethel Houle, LAN 107;
Compiete information wi ll be available
Med. Ctr., Joan Runnels, SC A 478;
on interview sign-up _sheets. Charter
E
Nat. Sci., Carolyn Borders, SCA 464;
,Bank ·Shares, Complete information
X
. '
p .

Elect the;· RIGHT

commissioner..

BIRDSONG
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EYE GLASSES·

I

• Hundreds of Frames

. ....___

ER
I
E

• Sun Glasses
• Contact Lenses
• Complete Optical Service

.N ·

LYNN OPTICAL CO.

Cue

217 Bullard Parkway
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-l. A. Times

C

E_
.Across from
Public library

0

Phone

Wednesday November 1 7
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988-6204
FILM CLASSICS

& 9:30 p.m~

_LAN. 103 Admissi.o n :$ 1.00

· ,[j)
FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS
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Nun': Tragi~ tale

By Vivian Muley
Oracle Staff Writer

,

One of the most frightening
and tragic examples of 18th
century life in F ranee ano the
nunnery is exhibited in Jacques
Riverte's "The Nun" to be
presepted Wednesday at 7 and
9:30 p.m. in LAN 103.
\'The Nun" proves to be a
unique portrayal of individual
suppression incorporated by a
film maker . .
Suzanne Simonin, a 16-year. old girl, is forced to enter the
_ nunnery because her
illegitimacy is a torment to her
mother and the family fortune
has been exhausted on her two
older-sisters' dowries.
Suzanne's life in the convent
is an everyday drudgery. She is
persuaded to take her final
vows, forced to har§h
disciplinary action, accosted by
a lesbian Mother· Superior and
·offered her - freedom by a
comprom1smg pnest.
Anna Karina gives an
excellent characterization of
Collins mimes Kennedy ,
According to the Los
Suzanne.
Jeremiah Collins, a young· actor who has assumed both
she is " sublime
Times,
Angeles
the visage and voice of John F. Kennedy will present_his
and her co-stars, flawless."
"JFK Show" tonight and tomorrow night, at 8:30 in the
Rivette uses careful analysis _
TAT. Limited seating is free on a first come first serve basis.
to make the film the least bit
not
1.0.'s ·are required of students, faculty and staff. Doors
open at 7:45_p.m.

Freeze;...action stimulat es
Twain -classic's .audienc e
By Marsha Bluestein
Oracle Staff Writer·

·

Presented in a "freeze
animated" action style, director
creative
Downs'
Bernard
approach to the "Adventures·
of Huckleberry Finn"
stimulated rather than bored an
audience already familiar with
. Mark Twain's famous work.
- The condensed play adapted
by the Sp~ech Department, was
performed Oct. 27 and 28 in
LAN 103. ✓
Steve Bradley as Huck
interpreted the character
beautifully in both his verbal
_inflections and energetic
pranks, while ·narrator D.L.
.Gentry's performance was a
more mature, less believable
· Huck.

Mark ~aini, although
projecting frustrated emotions
aJ!d corresponding facial
expressions. · was somewhat
ineffective as the slave, Jim.
Aunt Sally's bustling and
flustered appearance won a
rosy appeal for Marcia
Deming.
The production, enhanced

by Early American music,
concentrated on Huck's moral
dilemma and his response to his
conscienc~. The pace of the
action with the stop and go ·
tempo of the music effectively
held the audience's attention
and allowed the numerous
characters a unique entra~ce
and exit.

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February
Combine accredited study with .
educational stops 1n Africa, Australia and the Orient. Over §000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
· financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog :
WCA, Chapman College, _Box CC40, Orange, Cal: 92666

·

IREVIEWj:
humorous: He painstakingly
intensifies each scene and use of
dialogue.
Based on the novel by the
.French author Denis Diderot,
"The Nun" was barmed· in
F ranee when it was released in
1966 because of its episodic
depiction of convent
corruption.

Although the f'ilm had its
American premiere·at the 1968
New York Film Festival, it was
not until 1971 that it was
released commercially under a
strong critical response from
the Catholic Church.
The film leaves an indelible
impression. T he only regret is,
that it may emerge as a paradox
of the Christ-Saint figure.
- "The Nun" is a presentation
of the Film Classics League. <

Kodak honors Reynolds
John Reynolds, a seni_or
majoring in art and mass
communications, was honored
Saturday at the annual Kodak
Internationa-1 Snapshot
Contest.
Reynolds received a $100
special merit award for his
photograph of the head of a
junked sports car hood
resembling a hideous ·face, ·

which appeared in the recent
snapshot '
Tribune-Times
awards contest in Florida
'
Accent magazine.
Harold Bibby, coordinator
of the Kodak contest, said
formal announcement of the
awards will be made at a Nov .
2 0 banquet held at the National
Geographic Society 10
Washington D. C.

CAMPUS CYCLERY
5224 FOWLER

BICYCLE
SALES .
and .
REPAIRS

988-9316
1/2 Mil-e East
From USF
°'

BIRDSONG VOLKSWAGEN
1133 Florida Avenue
one block south of Fowler Avenue

Phone 932-1488

USED CAR BU.VS

~

- 71 VOLKSWAGEN Conv, beautiful T~xas yellow with black top, .

low mileage ........................ ...... only $2290 ·
71 DATSUN 510 Station Wagon, beautiful beige, factory air,
full automatic, low mileage .................. only $J990
71 FIAT 2 door hard-top racer, beautiful 'blue with white vinyl
top, 4 speed, radio and heate(.............. only $J,79O
66 VOLVO 4 door sedan, beautiful red with matching interior, 4
speed, good solid car ...... .' ............... only $J 190
69 MERCURY Colony Park Station Wagon, fully automatic,
factory air, full power...................... only $2090

Complete Pc,int & Bo~y Shop
For All Makes and Models
Shuttle Service.
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Fa rbe r .d an ce s
)

to qu iet cro wd
always, danced beaurifully.
Alvin Lucier's taped "I am
The Oct. 26 Viola Farber sitting in a room" backed all
;:onc~rt began i~ - ~- drift _o f seven of the company 's
silence, spread from .the stage, members in "Dune.'' T~estage -------------which suspended . Farber and periodically emptied and filled
four of .her white-dressed with interacting dancers. R_;iy
company members, to the full Loolee's execution of Beverly
Emmon's lighting design
.
audience.
up this most spectacula r
played
_
"~ass~ge," the first of th~
ev.enmg s four dances, careened of Farber's presented dances. ·
as a self-expressed enti.t y from
dancer to clump of dancers ,
with action or movement
primary and narratio n
secondary.
If not the most stunning, the
Jethro Tull, featuring one of England 's · w i ll feature a black stage and backdrop
arresting presentation of
most
performe rs Ian
most phenome na l
and amplifica tion equ_ipment Sl,lspended
the concert follewed -- a clever
Anderso n, to be presente d in a two and a
from the ceiling.
. Denise Anne Kelley, a junio·r
' interplay of a ca·rl Czerny
h,alf hour concert Friday at St.
USF, received - a $500
All official ticket outlets are sold out
at
_
solo and Viola F arbe-r' s
piano
no
be
will
Petersb urg's Bayfron t Center is
there
stress
and pomoters
scholarship in vocal auditipns
·solo dance.
complet ely sold out, accordin g to
with the
tickets on sale at the box office that
the for the 1973 "Jeannie
gripped
"Mildred "
promote rs of the show. The performa nce
night.contest
Hair"
Brown
Light
bottled, spasmodic tensions of a
Stephen
the
at
held Saturd~y
prim woman who suffers from
F o~ter Memorial at -White
spiritual clamps. Off-stage
·
Springs.
repriman ds snap her to .
Denise was chosen as one of
attention until she again lapses
With a name like "The Right
when they joined forces in "Tears for Souvenirs" and "I into the frenzied flailings of the four "Jeannie maids" in the
.court.
Approach," you're already on September of . 1971 and came Know What It .Means to Be suppressed creativity.
the
four
after
with
"Tenden cy,"
the·right track. And
up with "The Right Lonesome.''
on, featured Farber
good voices, practice, . some
intermissi
Approach ,'' now holders of the
quartet's
the
of
Two
Oracle Classifieds
talent and a stock_repertoire of Sunshine District Quartet members are students at USF. with her husband Jeff Slayton
songs you have more than a · Contest title for 1972.
Dick Novak, originally of in a silent duet, outstandingly
· 5 Lines $1°0
as
and,
top-notch
slim chance to be a
Scoring better - than 100 Milwau kee, majors in humorous in spots
(31 Spaces Ea.)
ba{ber-shop quartet.
points above the nearest Sociology, and Jim Crowley,
the from San Diego, specializes 'in
team,
That's _ just what John
contend ing
Chapin
Bob
Lickert (baritone),
barbershop quartet won the Music Education.
·(lead), Dick Novak -(bass) and
title with the two · songs
The quartet competed with
/
as
well
as
Jim Crowley (tenor) thought
above,d
mentione
four others in the finals on Oct.
SHOP
~OOK
E
S-LOP
CROS
27.
Judged on harmop y
932-4 030
accuracy, balance and blend,
Member of the
arrangement
interpretation,
American Bookseller's Assqciation
and stage presence, the group
We make single orders, except from
had been selected as third pface
winners of last year's contest.
Mass Pub. Over 2,000 titles in stock.
By Lisa Smith
Oracle Activities Editor

Kell ey copsVoi cea war d

Gro up has 'Ri ght ApJ)roach'

1V

.

Today

7:30 p.m., Ch. 16 - Sunrise Semester- 20th century American
.
Art - cubism.
8 p.m., Ch. 16 - Sunrise Semester - approaches to curbing drug
·abuse.
8:30 p.m., Ch. 3-·Dateline America.:. "Som_e body Waiting" a
portrait of the mentally retarded child.
8:30 p.m., Ch. 10 - Movie - Clint Eastwood in a "chase-y "
western, "The Bounty Man".
9 p.m. Ch. 13 - Movie- "The Dunwich Horror-," an adaptation
of H.P. Lovecraft's horror classic starring Sandra Dee.
: 11:30 p.m., Ch. 13 - Movi~ - Alfred Hitchock's 1?35 classic
·
"The 39 steps".

UNIVERSITY
BICYCLE
CENTER

Wednesday

220 E. Fletcher Ave

. 7:30 p.m., Ch. 16 - Sunrise Semester -=-20th century American
_
Art - cubism and expressionism of the 1930's.
the
will
'72
8 p.m., Ch. 3 - A Public Affair/ Election
Republicans gain a congressional majority.
8:30 p.m., Ch:'" 10 - Hal Holbrook and Scott Jacoby star in
'
"That Certain Summer," a story of homosexuality.
10:30 p.m., Ch. J - Soul. .
. _

Thursday

,

8 p.m., Ch. 3 - ,Advocates - which candidate is best qualified for
_
·
the office of president. ·
y
8 p.m., Ch. 44 ~ M-ovie- "In a Lonely Place" stars Humphre
Bogart in the story of a script writer accused of murder.
9'p.m., Ch. 13 - Movie- Lee Marvin,J ohn Cassavetes, Charles
Bronson, and Ernest Borgnine star in Part 1 of the World War II
drama "The Dirty Dozen" (Part II will be aired Friday).
9 p.m., Ch. 3 . . International Performance-Jacques Offenbach's
·
·
·
opera "Les ~rigands".

RALEI GH
Franchised Dealer

Plenty of Free Parking
Open from 10 to 9 Monday thru. Saturday '
Sun 12 to 6

Open 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
PHONE 971-2277
Bill Haskins Prop.

Phone 932-403 0

SOUTH FLORIDA VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR
YOUR NEW VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR SERVICE
13301 22nd Street (Fletcher & 22nd SJ.)

·**************i
i
·*

,South of Frank & Rita's Restaurant ·
Rebuilt
AN INDEP ENDEN T VOLKS WAGE N SERVICE 'IfEngine
CENTER
4o H.P.
• REBUILT ENGINES
wi th exchan ge
-• TRANSMISSIONS

*

±*

a
*

$275 !
:
**~***********.

.e

WE SPECIALIZE IN CHOPPERS
ALSO USED HARLEYS & PARTS
AND OTHER MOTORCYCLES
AUTHOR-IZED HODAKA DEALER

ALSO 5 and 10 SPEED ·e1CYCLES

-.PH. 971- 1725

1 MILE WEST OF 301

TAMPA, FLORIDA
I<

·*

.:
• TUNE~UPS
:
• BRAKES
ALL VOLKSWAGEN
REPAIR WORK
• 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
• ALL WORK IS GUARANTEED ·
NOTE!

AGUILAR
CYC(&- SAfES

• l

2702 E. BUSCH BLVD.

SALES and SERVICE -

PHONE 986~140C

ON FOWLER AVENUE '

Subiects offered:
Best ·Sellers, Drama, Alternat ive
Life Styles, Peridodicals, Po~ters, Tarot,
Kama Sutra.:.Oil, .Music, Candles ,
_ Classics, Comix, Philosophy,
Psychology, Science Fiction, Poetry,
Social Sciences

WE ARE NOT A SER,VICE STATION ~
,,
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·sri:c,·o•t:er·s·,. i-mpresS:ive_.· ln :dl=)fea:1:}t::
, USF ~~4 St. Lo~is wer_e S~,
'
e~plained, ·~but -,, I ~oul~n't
. The , re.1gnmg ·~rCAA . :Shooting.'.'
ev~nly matched in Saturday's
think we'll lose . to them.- - champs are currently
At present, the post-season
Neither · o'f them _ ~re undefeated but - with . their . college division · bid the
double overtime 1-0 soccer ,
_ game that it took a fluke play to
experiencing great seasons."
impressive showing _Saturday, 'Brahmans hope·to receive loqks
w~ it. Unfortunately, it went
The Hurricanes, 0-5 prior to
Holcomb. and his crew more and more like reality each· ·
two games ·fast week, ;have lost
increased their _hppes _- of. - day . .
against the Brahqians.
___------..:;;:..-..-:-.-Witlt 2:20 gone in the second
to Stetson and Jacksonville,' defeating the Washingtdn,
USF, 6-3-1, has lost and tied
five minute extra period, the
· victims of USF~ ·
D.C. team. ·
·only university schools, and
ball slanted in front of USF' s
The _big game the Brahmans
"We're gonna have a hec~ of a Miami and Tampa, the two
goal' and hit someone on
are looking ro_wards is their . lot more conditioning," the remammg college division leg. Luckily for the Billikins, ·
Nov. 11 meeting with first- Brahman bc>ss commented, . teams on their schedule, sho-uld
·ranked Howard .University.
"and continue to work on our- be Brahman victories.
Dan Counce was standing in
the. right place _and pushe,d in ·
Holcomb happy
the rebound which decided ,the
fate of the game.
\,
... despite 1-o' Joss
"We played an excellent
,
game,'" said Coach . Dan
"If their goalies hadn't of
Holcomb who was pleased come -out of the penalty area . USF's , women volleyball .Th~ other girls had one or two while Georgia College finished , .
_
with hineam's play despite the ..an'cfmadea spectacular play, we - team · couldn't seem ·· tQ get
good games, -but L~uren was fourth.
1
This weekend, USF will
goo,d in all four," ,
setback. ,' lt was. a.goo~ effort ·would hav~ 'scored first," he untracked over· t~e weekend~ t
all the way around. ·
said referring to · a play just ·_ the Florida State University - .West Georgia .College won - travel to Ja<;ksonville . for
· before ove~ime _began where Invitational, and the result was _ the._ to~niament while Flagler, another tournament which will
..
Larry Byrne had broken away not good for the:T ampa group.
which beat the USF spikers 15- fe·a ture , about ,the s·ame
Skiers ·second
frorn the St. Louis defense. Ma k i.n g . i fs s-e c on d · 7 and 16-14, placed second. competition as the ·Tallahassee
"I , knew that we , had the tournament appearance in as
Rollins took the third spot event.
USF' s water ski team took . fellas to play quality' ball and many weeks, Jane Cheatham's
second place among 12 teams
now that we've made some crew.could manage but one win
·over - the wt;~kend at readjustments in our ,lineup, in four tries. ·
.
-Gainesville in the ·Fall
we're in pretty good shape." That' was· over Broward
UNTIL NOVEMBER 6th
Intercollegiate Water Ski
Now just like any team Junior Colleg~, 15-8 ~d -15_Tournament. .
'Yhich puts - _in _a .· good. ,. 10, wnile the Brahmans'fell_-to
J
The Brahmans were a-mere performance against a ·top team, Flagler Gollege, J acksoriv1lle
-ALL REGULAR -PRICED LP's
20 points behind first place
the Brahmans will face a University and Oeorgia
Florida with a totai of 4,450.
only
letdown. ·
College.
However, -USF did win the
''I'm not real disappointed,"
It's · next t~o oppon~ts,
_women's portion of the meet, -Miami Hurricanes whom· said - Cheatham. "We really
and Shawn Bartelt helped that
they'll host today at 2:3~ p.m. should. _ have _· be a.ten
- effort by-_ -placing second in and Tampa Spartans whom _ Jacksonvtlle, but overall we
jumping and third in the USF willface.N9v. 5, pose no .', played preny ·wel_l."
· slalom.
·
OPEN.
threat to the Brahmans.
· ' · Cheatham ' praised _Lauren
· USF's' ~andy Smith also did ,
''OQ I'm surewe'regoing tb - Sco~'s · perfo~ance in the
11 :30 : 8:30
quite well,. taking a third in· have a · letdown," Hol_comb Tallahassee tourney, saying;-_
MON-SAT
jumping arid a fourth-iii tricks.
: _ . ·, ,·
·. · '!She was _'~on~~stent all day.
.

the

;

Spikers drop tourney

~
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BAY FR.ONT
CENT-ER·- ·.
Nov .. 26-t·h
8:00 P.M-~
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T'ickets on sale

N·ow

\

t

,

Rese·rved Section - Genera l Admission ·

Tampa
, .
Curtis Hixon Box Office
Rasputins
Stuff to Wear
Liberation Music
Mason Trading Co.
'
\

J

St. Pete
Chess ~ing
Modern Music

Clearwater .
Bellas Hess
Stereo TapePopulace .
UndEfrgrc:;,und
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Women netters
~·sch·e dule ·meet
scheduling of classes to avoid
JoAnne Young and her
conflicts. Questionnaires will
sportswomen are at it again.
also be handed to the girls to fill
The coordinator of women
out.
. · a~hletics at USF has called upon
Women's tennis is different
all girls interested in trying out
most female sports at
from
for tennis in January to attend
USF in that it has been arqund
tomorrow's meeting at 2 p.m.
for guite awhile, · starting
in PED 213.
' _Young said she plans to give - during the 1965-66 season
the approximate times for the . when the team finished the year
at 5.:.3_
practices · and talk about the
Young and her .squad have
never -eJg>erienced anything
below a .500 seas.on, that
coining ·last year wherl they ·
, · were 3-3, and in 1968-69 they
Football
.
~ere 9-0. '-Sigma Epsilon 35, TEKE 0
Three times the netters have
Phi Delta 13, FIJI 2
·gone to th~ United States Lawn
Anything Will Be Good 27,
Assoc. (USLTA)
Tennis
Woodcrest Apts. 7
finishing sixth,
Championships
7
Majors
E.
Faculty 26, P.
1..ambda 2 10, Theta 2 6
third and third.

Barefoot
Boo-ter,

_Bob Allen of Beta 2 East takes a
barefooted swipe at the football as Pete
Horn holds for him. Intramural football
entered its · fourth week of coniRetition
yesterday (see scores at left).
Oracle photo by Debbie Swanson

Eta 18, Lambda l 12

Spe·c ht, Hover
win ·over{lll spot
, in 100-miler
.

-

After nearly five hours of
driving and ·answering
·questions \along a 100 mile
route, the 15 entrants in
Sunday's Sports Club Fun
Rallye pulled into Jerry's Pizza
of Temple Terrace to find out
the ·winners of the race .
Joe
. Rallyem'asters
Governale and _Ken. Ward
presented the first place overall
trophy to Steve Specht and
Sandy HoverdrivinginSteve's
'71 Opel Rallye.
Driver · Peter Pfeuffer and
navigator Beth · Jamieson,
representing· · USF's Sailing
Club, took first in the Sports
Club Class while finishing
third overall.
The top spot in the
independen,t divisi9n belonged
to James Birdsal and Louise
Everhandt who placed fifth
.
overall.
Since only 15 people
· participated in the rallye, all .
·will be mailed award plaqu~s.. ·

'*: *************
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·DISCOVER THE ... ,...
* , SHORTEST . *

:
: : · DISTANCE
' ' ~ BETWEEN TWO- :
,._. POINTS .....
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: TX- 125 by HARLEY- :
-JDAVIDSON takes the !
measure of a route -like *
: a ruler does a map. :
· ·: Slips thru traffic. Parks : Your*
>f-anywhere.
compact answer to
getting so-mew here the : ·
I .
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United .Fu·n d
nears USF -g oal
<

UThat's it, good dog"
And as a reward Val · Gresham takes
time from her lunch to share with her

canine friend.
Oracle photo by Russ Kerr

JACKSON'S BICYCLE STORE

Couples program going
By Andrea Harris

Oracle Staff Writer

Ors. Gary Klukken and
Mike Lillibridge are starting a
program to ..help married
couples who are having trouble
communicating.
They will , be teaching
couples how to express anger at
a spouse without causing him
to "close up," Klukken said.
Lillibridge said people
communicate out of habit when-they' re upset, not · really
thinking about what they're
saymg.
· "To our friends we say
'Boy, she really hurt me,' but to
our wives we say 'you no-good
son of a gun,' "said Lillibrdge.
"If we share our trne
'feelings, even vulnerable one;,
it doesn't push ._that other
person away from us/' he said.
Klukken and Lillibridge said
. they will teach couples ,
communication skills and how
to practice them. This includes
teaching them to "really listen, .
-· not ju.st hear the words,"
Klukken said.

The program will run about
six ·weeks, and · a marriage
.license is not essential.
"If you've been living
together for six months and can
. verify it, we'll take you,"

.

114 Buffalo Ave. Phone.232-0661
1-75 South to-Buffalo Exit: ½ Block West of Fla. Ave.

The fee waiver allows
veterans to, register early but
defer payment of fees until Jan.
5. If paid between. Jan. 6 and
Jan. 1, a $25 late fee will be
charged. After Jan. 10
registration will be cancelled
automatically.

a collective ba·rgaining agent?"
ECONOMICS CLUB
The Economics Club will host
Florida
Power
Corp.
Representative Stan Brandimore,
speaking on the debate concerning
rate ,cases before the Public

auditorium, 900 N. Ashley . . The
event is free and open to the public.
PHOTO ~ONTEST
Deadline for the- UC photo
contest is Thursday at 10 a.m. For
further information contact the
Student
Entertainment and
Activities Council, ext. 2637.

~~
1""1POAT MOTORS In,.

·

IIOtiJll
Fiats F.antastic 12'8 Sedan
Front Wheel Drive - 35 miles to a gallo~ !
Under $2000
580.4 North Dale Mabry
Tampa, Florida 33614
Phone (813) 884-8464

Vista - Columbia - Tubulars - Alloy Carriers -· Boele Packs

Discounts to. USF Students and Faculty .

YOU TOO, CAN ENJOY- THE HIGHEST

·· STANDARD OF QUALITY

.

COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
_ DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTMANSHIP AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES
· SPECIAL:

Veterans with academic
problems :ire eligible to receive
federal ·assistance for tutoring
and can· contact Daniell for
details.

8 lbs. ol budget

~·

San1tone
. Crrftfi.rd Moslrr DrylroMr

$3.·

DRY CLEANING for

'
(Good only University Plaza Plant)

Medi.cal
school

: 21

Continued from page 1

placing ,students in business
faster and , providing more
physicians sooner than a
Daniell said veterans will get con vent·i onal four-year
.
a large check around Nov. 10 progr.am.
The program is evaluated
covering benefits for October
often
. to incorporate student
and November plus retroactive
input,
according to Smith.
pa Ymen ts owed from
"It
is
still early in the game ·
September.
and we are wa.tching it (the
program) carefully,'' he added.
-FOR YOUR'--------Over 800 applications are
now being processed for the
third ,year to fill 36 vacancies,
Smith
said. Classes will
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
· Service Con:imission and
eventually
grow to 125, he
• The Council for Exceptional
environment
p'reservation,
Children (CEC) will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. in BUS 113.
added.
·,
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in EDU 208.
SPORTS CAR CLUB
Students a_re selected by a 1OBetty Pa~erson will speak on "who
The USF Sports Car Club will
man
admissions committee on ·
to see and what to do, wheri you
hold two meetings Wednesday at 2
need help in special education."
p;m. and 8 p.m. in UC 201. Awards
the basis of several test scores
AFRICA FILM
will be presented to winner-a of the
plus
recommendations and
Oct. 29 Rallye.
. The World Affairs Council will
FENCING CLUB ,,
inter-views ih. which . the
· present a film and discussion on
."Africa: change ·and . challenge,"
The Fencing Club will meet
committee tries to evaluate
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in UC 158.
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the fencing
motivation,
interest,
room of the gym.
AAUP MEETING
personality
and
other
qualities .
COMEDY
VIGNETTES
.
The American Association of
The
Tampa
Public
Library
will
Smith
said
no
quotas
are
University Professors (AAUP) will
present - "An evening of fun"
meet Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at
imposed · on the numb~r of
complete with vignettes of top
the Brown Bottle. · Sotirios Barber
·women
or of blacks in the
1920's
comedy
favo-rites,
· and ; Pat Strong will discuss
· Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
selection process.
"Should AAUP attempt to become

JNFQRMATfQN

Gitane - Montarino - Kallchoff - Miami Sun

laughed Lillibridge.
Persons interested inay call
Klukken or Lillibridge in the
Counseling Center for Human
Development at 974-2832 or
974-2866.
,

Vets waiver fees
Fee waiver~ for veterans
planning to register- for Qtr. 2
are available daily from 2-4
p.m. from Veterans Advisor
Bruce Daniell in UC 224.

This is a large increase from
12.6 per cent collected in the
first reporting period two
weeks ago, he said.
Jordan also reported that the
of Education,
Colleges
Engineering · and Business
Administration had gone over
their individual quotas.
The division qf Student
Aff~irs a~d the colleges of
Language Literature and Social
and Behavioral Science were
"quite dose" to reaching their
goals, he said.

The USF United Fund, a
major division of the Tampa
United Fund, .collected 78.3
per cent of its $17;500 1972
goal as of Friday.
"I feel confident that we will
reach our goal...but we
certainly haven't got any time
to drag our feet,'' said Dave
Jordan, campaign chairman.
USF has until Nov. -10 to
raise the $3,700 needed to
fulfill its quota.
Jordan reported yesterday
that faculty and staff members
have contributed $13,800.

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
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Attention BOWLERS

SWEETHEART NIGHT
-- AT FLORIDA LAN.ES
10400 FLORIDA VE.

Euch Thursday Evening, 9:00 P.M. 'til 1:00 A.M.

,,

For each game Mail bowls at regular price, Sweetheart bowls.one Free.
Cal( Now~for Reservation

932-6161

.•

.CL AS~.~~! ~1!.sl:\
·

M isc . for Sale

18M Factory re-conditioned
Typewriters in factory carton with
seal. Regular price $399, NOW for
$329. I_ncl. 30. day IBM Service.
American Typewriter, 932-0059.
2512 Busch Blvd.
ADULT BOOKS, INC.
Dealer of Erotic
,Magazines, films, novelties, party
records, peep shows; l0a.m. to 10 p:m.

371 f Busch BJxd

21 ft. Call fiberglass sailboat, Sleeps 4,
fully equipped, $3,500. Financing
available. 233-9094.
This is your ·LEVI store. We have
denim & corduroys in regulars &
BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & western
hats. Only 10 min. from campus.
Bermax Western Wear 87.02 Nebraska. ·
ROOK SALE - Private collector
disposing of Americana &
miscellaneous including rare ,items &
many first editions - fiction and nonfiction. Oct. 27, 28, 29, Nov. 3, 4- 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. H. Mattice, Lade Padgett
. - Turn off Rt. 41 at Land O'Lakes on
road leading to Lake Padgett Estates,
take first road to right, house at end of
road on N: end of lake.

Miscellaneous
AKC shetland sheepdogs, sable and
white. Show quality . Phone 971-1720

after 6 PM

Whoever removed a 2 7 in. blue Raleigh
male 10-speed bike, Oct. 26, Thur.
night, please return to D.elta. My bike
has special NON-REMOVEABL E
ID markings.

Help Wanted

·

PUTTING YOUR HUSBA ND
THROUGH COLLEGE?
EMPLOYMENT .
OPPORTUNITY
RECEPTIONIST / RECORDS
MANAGEMENT ·
20- MINUTES FROM USF
CAMPUS
·Receptionist for leading commercial
Realtor with heavy empha_sis on filing
duties. Car required for in-towri
errand§ with mileage paid at 12 cents
per mi. Medical & Life Insurance paid ·
by employer, salary open . Hours-9:30
AM to 6 PM, Mon. through Fri. Only '
the energetic, willing-to-work need
~pply. Send resume or call:
'
Mrs. John M. Hundley, Jr.
WILLIAM CHARLES MA YO,
REALTOR
5449 Bay Center Drive, Suite 221
Tampa, Florida 33609. 879-7330
Telephone Sales - pt. time, M-F, 5-9
p .m. $2-/ hr. guar. sal. pl'-!s
commissions. Pleasant working cond .
Ex per. preferred - not necessary. If
enthusiastic w/ pleasant voice. Will
train. . Call Mrs. Reyes, Variable
Annuity Co., 221 N. Howard. 2532841 or'253-3842 .
PIZZA HlJT
Waitresses - pttime or full-time Lunch .
11:30 - 2:3 0 and Nites 5:30 - closing.
Must be ·over ll. Pizza Maker Days
10i30 - 6 PM ~ndor Nite; 6-closing.
Must be 21. Apply in person 8426 N .
Fla. A venue.
St:ideni:s who need $3 0 to $50 weekly .
Evening routes 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. ori
campus and off campus. ·Fuller Brush
Service. Phone: 988-7748:
For Full--time and part-time-Mature .
girls apply at SLiK-CHIK, 10024 N.
30th Sr., 971-2494.

h · your spare time? If so call
mont 10
971-4506 after 5:30.
H. J. Wilsons are now taking
applications for salesmen in jewelry
sales. 21 or over. Salary $1.00 per hour.
Contact Mr. Tommy Lessignne, 3251
-Hillsborough.

For Rent
Get on the wamng list for Dec:
occupancy at La Mancha Dos. 1 block
from USF $75/ month (per person)
including utili.ties. 971-0100.
Fontana Hall lease .for remaining
. portion of Qtr. 1, 2, & 3. Urgent need
to sell now. Amount will be pro-rated.
If interes.ted call 977-5362, Rm. 234 or
534.

Personals
FATIGUED
POOR
CONCENTRATION ? Pick up your
free symptom survey form . Free
nutritional counseling. Try our 35
gram Pro.tein "Smoothie" . Monroe
Health Foods 11103 N. 56th St. TT
988-5000 l¼ mi. USF.
FREE lessons in all crafts. This week
featuri ng macrame & fiber optics, plus
many others. Come in and ha ve a free
cup of ·coffee with us . CRAFTS
UNLIMITED, Busch Plaza, 9886403. Open 10-9 daily.
Learn Self-Hypnosis to develop beqer
study habits. But don't stop there.
Learn other ~ses for hypnosis. Call
after 5 p.m., Sat. & Sun. Rev. Sparrow,
872-8185.
"HAIRY " PROBLEM? We clear
face, leg and body hair and guarantee
you will never have it again. Free
consultation, parking , booklet.
Whittleton's, downtown, 223-7198 ,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
SUZANNE
Dig It!
From X, Y, & Zee

Travel
ortun ities

0

.
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~iTOGRAPH Y PIIDnow
·for holiday gifts. Creative, d1stmcuve.
dd.
p
I h
ponra1ts, we mgs. ersona p oto
cards. Framed art photographs. Mike
Campbell, Ph: 233-3561.
.
Typing service,fast and accurate, from
my home. Reports, let~ers, etc, $1.00
..e.er page. Phone: 884-1382.
TYPiNG - FAST~ NEAT,
ACCURATE. All types of work.
Nina Schiro, 11110 N. 22nd. St. 9712139. If no answer, 235-326_1. ·
Shorthand II classes now being held at
Chamberlain Night School. Tues: &
Thurs. from 7-8:30. Enrollment fee
~nly SZ.00.

t

. ..

17 ADMITTED

®
RATED

PRO"FESSIO.N:AL TYPIST - IBM
Selectric II with carbon ribbc;,n & type
changes turabian USF or other style
manuals. Experienced: term papers,
thesis, resumes, etc. Ph. 971-6041 after
6 P.M. All day weekends - 5 minutes
from USF.
CARSON OPTICAL - 11710 Fla.
Ave. 935-7854. Eyeglass RX.
Sunglasses & photography; plastic or
hardened lenses made. Qold wire
frames & fashioned frames. Duplicate
broken lenses & repair frames .
Typing in my home. Terr'J, papers,
Thesis, etc. Call 886-2364 after 6:30
p.m.

TV, Radio, Stereo
Pioneer solid state stereo reverberator.
Ideal for adding reverberation to rock
and other records. New condition,ccrst
$90- will sell for $40- Call 949: 5388 .
KLH #5 speakers. 1-12 ". bass, 2-4"
mid, 1-4" tweeter. They are brand new
& in · perfect cond. T he retail value is
200 each. I am asking $135. Call Jay
after 6 PM .971-9677.

Fri. Nov. 3, Sat. Nov. 4, Sun. Nov. 5
7:30 & 10:00 p.m. ENA (Engineering Aud.)
.Admission: USF Students $1.00; General $1 .50
Note: Advance r ·ickets Sale Begins Wed. Nov. 1
Theatre Box Office 1: 15-4:30 Weekdays

ORACLE -A
CLASSIFIEDS
5 Lines s1 00
(31 spaces ea.)
LAN 472

Ext. 2620

For Mature Audiences

FILM ART SERIES

JAMA ICA PROJECT - 14 days,
Dec. 7-21. 4 hrs. credit. $360. $2 5
·deposit with application. Limit 20.
Apply now. . Off-Campus Term
Program, F AO 122, ext, 2536. SiILL
10 YACANCIES.

Automotive
1966. VW "Beetle" . Excellent
condition, low mileage, new paint job,
new battery, one owner, $899. Phone

.22)-80]3
VW - Go od ru nning condition,
equipped for camping. $450. Call 9884772 or 988-1266.
For Sale '65 Volkswagen has '69
engine (24,000 mi .). '6 7 transmission.
Good shape $500. Woodcrest Apts.
5807 Marjo Drive. (formally Marjo
· Apts.)
1969 VW Van Sunroof 971-5584
Gus.
1967 Porsche 911 , 5 speed, AM-FM
radio, good condition, white with
black interior, $3000. Call Tallahas~ee
904-877-8739
1966 Ford Fairlane, must sell. $450 or
best offer. Phone 971-1720 after 6 PM.

Services Offered ·
Fast a~c~ate typing at reasonable rntes.
Adler Office Electric, Pica Presidential
type, cloth or carbon ribbori . Call Jan ,
now before the rush. 233-5251.

I·

DIRECT FROM N.Y. !
"THE REAL BEAUTY OF "JFK" is
that this one · man show
shares,even more than it
projects, the image OF JOHN
FITZGERALD KENNE OY."/NY Times

Wall De f~r1a and

LAN 103

A$SOC1ales presem

JFK

w,th Jeremiah Collins as
John F. ~ennedy wrt !len and aaaptp
M,Hk Williams and Jeremiah Collins

Sponsored by SEAC

Tues. Oct. 31 . & Wed. Nov . . 1 8:30 p.m. University Theatre
Admission FREE on First Come Basis. Due to limited seating ID'-s must
be shown: Doors open 7:45 p.m.
USF Lecture
•

Series
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Yo Ung .
parents
search for
solutions

what th~ baby is like. He doesn't really
even know how to hold it. He knows
very well, however, or thinks he
_ knows, that the baby will take a big
chunk of his wife 's time and affection -away from him.

-

d

Dr. Barry Graff, father of an eightweek-old baby himself, got an insight
into the fears that all parents-to- be feel

YJlY . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

when his wife first became pregnant.
He discovered couples in the same
situation found it a relief to be able to"
express these very natµral ·and normal
fears and to find that other couples feel
the same way.
For these reasons he is setting ·up a
group where couples can discuss the
problems and experiences of adjusting
to a·new baby.
"Just expressing these feelings,

- - - -....- - - - - - -- --

h

.

.

h

h l

~~~~ng ~ em out m t ·e open, e ps,

- - - - - - - --

-

- - - -- - -- -

•

:Usuallyyou payYouth Fare and yo~ get a
seat in Coach.
After you buy a Lei.sure Class"ticket at the
regularYouth Fare,any of three things can happen.
Since Leisure Class·is a Conditional
Reservation, it's possi];,le you won't get on the flight·
you made a reservation-foe But, if you do, you'll
usually get a seat in Coach.

I

e

He deesn't claim to be able to hand
out easy · answers or make moral
judgements.
He said he wants them to "get out the
fears, so they can_concentrate on the
good feelings ."
Interested parents should contact
Graff at the Counseling Center for
Human Development (974-2832).

·Eastern's Leisure Class.
Sometimes it's Coach..Sometimes it's First Class.
Sometimes it's Free.
I

,, h

'

If Coach is full and Fust Class isn't, you
·
get Frrst Class.
You'll get a seat in First Class. Drink First
Class drinks and enjoy First Class service . .
And you still enjoy the Youth Fare.
11 % of all the people who bought a Leisure
Class ticket last year got a First Class seat.

If the plane is full, you spend time waiting
but no money flying.
. You get a seat in the lobby. Then we refund
your money and send you off on our next flight
with an available seat. Free.
We invented Leisure Class to solve the ageold airline problem of'~no shows" (people .
who make reservations, but don't show up·for the
flight) . Since Leisure Class saves us the
money we would lose on "no shows:' we _don't
mind letting Leisure Class passengers save their
money when everybody does show up.
Last year, 95% of the people who bought a
Leisure Class ticket got on the plane they wanted.
The rest (over 12,000 people) got a free ride.
· To qualify, just make a Leisure Class
reservation as you would a reservation for First or
..
.
Coach. Then, be at the boarding g~te with your Leisure Class ticket 20 minutes before flight time.
If you-have to wait for a flight with an available seat, it might be anywhere from
· . several minutes to several hours. Of course: the number of Leisure Class reservations is limited per
flight ·and not available on all our flight~ to all destinations or on all fares. Nor when the plane itself
.
· .
·
is grounded due to equipment, substitutions or failures or weather conditions.
·. ·· So call East~m Airlines at 877-8811. Or call your travel agent. They're the only ones who can
tell you apout Leisure Class.

~ EASTE RN TheWingsofMan.
"The Wings of Man" is a registered service mark of Eastern Air Lines, Inc.

